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the game engine in musumaker japanese and english is also based on rpg maker vx ace. the main differences between these two engines are the following: the game engine in musumaker japanese is written from scratch, while the english version is based on rpg maker vx ace. the game
engine is much more powerful than the previous english version, allowing for better separation of content such as maps and scripts. the game engine is also compatible with any text editor, so you can use the engine files for your own projects. the engine is also compatible with any text editor,

so you can use the engine files for your own projects. in my opinion, the best way to get familiar with a game is by playing the game. so, instead of talking about the game, i'd rather talk about how the game itself works and what's different from musumaker japanese. to be able to play the
game without spoilers, you will need to know about the game engine. the first thing you need to know is that the game engine is fully moddable, meaning any file can be overridden or even completely removed. this means that the game files are stored in plain text, so it's easier to modify than
most other engines. also, you don't need to worry about adding new files to your installation, the engine supports external content such as scripts and maps, but it also means that the only way to add new features is to modify the existing files. the engine is modular, meaning each file can be

replaced by a new file or changed as needed. i'm also looking for beta testers who can play the game. i already have a beta tester, and i know there are still a few issues left. this also enables me to get more feedback on the game. a new beta tester might also attract more attention to the
project and get more free time to do translation. in case you're interested, i'll go more in depth on the game in a future post.
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one of the obvious things to improve is the english. the script is already there and the narration, but the english has a major issue. even if the script is in japanese, it will only take some hours to translate. the narration is a very time consuming part because it's a very long file and the japanese
and english often contradict each other, which also makes it difficult to spot the problem. now that i'm translating the last bit of the game, i can start on improving the english. the english already exists in the script, so i can just start translating it without reading it. in this case i'll get some

feedback from the japanese version, so i'm not working on a completely new script. imagecraft, the developer behind musumaker is also behind imouto paradise, which just so happens to be their first title. musumaker is very much a dark coming-of-age story, but has some very dark elements,
notably the way it treats the two main characters. it takes place a long time after the ending of imouto paradise. the storyline is basically two boys who have been raised by their grandfather after the death of their parents. but they aren't as happy as one might think. the main characters are

masaru and marco, two young men who have been raised in a very traditional way. their grandfather is a man who wants to create two men as he had been before his death. he wants to make the two of them into a pair of exact replicas, and then.. something i haven't been able to find is a list
of fansub teams that are looking to translate musumaker into english. if any of you have this information, please post it here or elsewhere. i think that having a list of fansubs looking to translate musumaker into english would be a big help. 5ec8ef588b
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